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2F   –   Preview Answers 
 

 
Jumble 
Put the words in the correct order. 

 

1. three There bedrooms are .   There are three bedrooms. 

2. a room dining There’s .    There’s a dining room. 

3. any aren’t trees There .    There aren’t any trees. 

4. There curtains are .   There are curtains. 

5. isn’t an There elevator .   There isn’t an elevator. 

6. train isn’t a station There .  There isn’t a train station. 

7. bookstore a and There’s salon a hair . There’s a bookstore and a hair salon./There’s a hair  

salon and a bookstore. 

8. two spaces There parking are .  There are two parking spaces. 

9. There convenience aren’t stores any . There aren’t any convenience stores. 

10. an There’s school English .  There’s an English school. 

 
 

How about you? 
Answer the questions with complete sentences. 

 
Is there a computer in your room? Yes, there is. 

How many rooms are there in your house? There are two rooms in my house.  Answers will vary. 

 

1. Is there a television in your living room? Yes, there is./No, there isn’t. 

2. How many books are there on your shelf?    There are five books./There aren’t any books. 

3. Is there a car in your garage? Yes, there is./No, there isn’t. 

4. How many floors are there in your house/building?   There’s one floor./There are two floors. 

5. How many pairs of shoes are there in your shoe rack? There’s one pair./There are three  

pairs./There aren’t any shoes in my shoe rack. 

6. Are there pens on your desk? Yes, there are./No, there aren’t. 

7. Are there any vegetables in your fridge? Yes, there are./No, there aren’t. 

8. How many pairs of jeans are there in your closet? There’s one pair./There are three pairs of  

jeans./There aren’t any jeans. 

9. Are there any boots in your shoe rack? Yes, there are./No, there aren’t. 

10. Are there any skirts in your closet? Yes, there are./No, there aren’t. 

 
 

Your turn 

Write 5 sentences about your school or workplace.  Answers will vary. 

 

1. There are five rooms. 

2. There’s a big dining table. 

3. There aren’t any beds. 

4. There aren’t any skylights. 

5. There are a lot of desks. 

 


